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Chapter 1

Introduction

StarCraft: Brood War (1999) is the expansion set of the game Starcraft (1998), developed

by Blizzard Entertainment. It is a Real-Time Strategy (RTS) game, and considered to

be, not just in its own genre, a major influence on gaming. The franchise is listed twice

(StarCraft, including the expansion, and its successor StarCraft 2, released in 2010)

in the top selling PC games of all time, making apparent its relevance even today. In

multiplayer mode, players are required to build a base using harvested resources, build an

army, and destroy the opponent player’s base with that army. A player is victorious when

there are no enemy buildings left in the game. Being an old - but well known – strategic

game, it lends itself exceptionally well for research purposes. Not only is there a vast

number of replays to be analyzed, it also runs smoothly on any modern computer setup.

This allows for automated tournaments to be held online versus different automated

agents. The focus of this thesis project was to implement such an automated agent

using a model for strategy prediction that relied on data mined from replays. I will first

give a brief summary of the game itself, before discussing current research done in this

field.

1.1 StarCraft: Brood War

In its most common form, the game posits two opposing players opposite each other on

a playing field. Players can choose from 3 different races, each with its own strengths

and weaknesses. The Protoss race revolves around high cost-high value units, relying

on rechargeable shields and spells. The Zerg race on the other hand tends to favour

swarm-like strategy, being able to produce a large number of relatively weak units for a

low cost. The humanlike Terran race fills the niche between those two, its units often

a balanced combination of cost and power. After picking a race, the players will be

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

Figure 1.1: Protoss base under construction (Image taken from
http://ingame.ingame.de)

granted a main building on their side of the map (or playing field) and a number of

workers to start mining resources. The main building allows them to train more workers

and by also serving as a drop-off point for mined resources, is an important catalyst

to building a base. There are 3 resources, of which can 2 be mined (or harvested):

the commonly found minerals, and the much rarer Vespene gas. These are located

throughout the map at so called base locations. It is vital to capture and defend these

base locations, since they provide a steady income of resources to further expand a

player’s dominance. However, expanding to these locations is costly and leaves the

player vulnerable to attack. The third resource is supply, which is an indicator of how

large your unit population is. Every unit has a supply cost attached to them, more

valuable units usually taking up more supply than less valuable units. With enough

resources, players can build a variety of buildings, which in turn give them access to a

broader scala of units, buildings, and upgrades to be constructed and researched. Figure

1.1 shows a Protoss base under construction. The pyramid-like main building can be

seen at the centre, as well as worker units harvesting blue crystalloid minerals and green

cubic containers of Vespene gas.

The goal of the game is to build an army and eliminate all the opponent player’s

buildings. To achieve this, players will need to come up with a strategy in the form

of a build order. A build order specifies at what time a certain key building, unit, or

upgrade needs to be constructed. Since all units have their own strengths, weaknesses,

and synergies with other units, a good build order doesn’t simply rely on a pre-conceived

strategy but must evolve based on information gathered by observing the opponent.

With the changing of the state of the game by means of balance patches and players
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learning and getting more skilled at the game, build orders have also risen and fallen.

Some build orders however, have shown to be clearly better than others. For instance,

one classic hyper-aggressive Zerg build order, shown in table 1.1, allows for that player

to train a relatively large number of units extremely rapidly. If the opposing player

has opted for a strategy that is weak at that stage of the game (but instead thrives at

a later time), depending on the unit control (or micromanagement), victory is almost

guaranteed. Since it takes time to construct the buildings and train the units required

for a certain build order, it is necessary to make a prediction of the opponent’s build

order. Details that could betray a player’s build order are for instance the amount of

Vespene gas they are mining, or the presence of a specific type of unit, building, or

upgrade.

Supply Action Notes

4 Train a Drone. Taking up 1 supply, a Drone
is the Zerg worker unit.

5 Use the Drone to create a Spawning Pool. The creation of a Spawning
Pool unlocks the training of
Zerglings, and removes the
Drone from the game (lowering
the supply count).

4 Train another Drone.
5 Train another Drone.
6 Train 3 sets of Zerglings.

Table 1.1: Zerg build order table of a classic 5 Pool (versus Protoss). Supply is
used as a time-indication since it is more robust to unforeseen events than clock-based

time-indication.

1.2 Competitive StarCraft

Although the best StarCraft game AI’s cannot yet outperform expert human players,

the competition grows stronger every year. One of the main stages for those game

AI’s (or bots) are automated tournaments. Currently, the three largest tournaments of

this kind are the Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital Entertainment (AIIDE),

the IEEE Computer Intelligence and Games (CIG), and the Student Starcraft AI (SS-

CAI)competitions. In these tournaments competetors can submit their bots, after which

a set number of games will be played,pairing each bot against eachother via LAN. Some

small differences exist in the number of maps that are played, the tournament style, or

the ability to gather and apply data online. Entries and replays are usually made public

when the competition has concluded, to further academic research in this field.

http://www.aiide.org/
http://ls11-www.cs.uni-dortmund.de/rts-competition/starcraft-cig2013
http://www.sscaitournament.com/
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Figure 1.2: Modules with black background sent commands directly to StarCraft,
dashed arrows represent data flow, and solid arrows represent control. (Image taken
from Ontanon et al. (2013) “A Survey of Real-Time Strategy Game AI Research and

Competition in StarCraft”.)

Skynet and UAlbertaBot, and AIUR are three bots that can be consistently found

in the top ranks of tournament results. With regards to lower level actions such as

unit movement or base planning, most bots play reactively. At higher level control,

such as build order planning, most bots go for a rigid approach. This means selecting

a strategy and sticking to it. Surprisingly, of the three bots named above, only Skynet

(best performing bot in the last couple of years, only recently losing to UAlbertaBot

in the AIIDE 2013) functions this way. UAlbertaBot and AIUR are exceptions to the

norm. The first bot uses a search algorithm to find near-optimal build orders, adapting

to its opponent strategy. AIUR incorporated a module to influence the bot’s character.

The bot can pick a mood randomly (aggressive, defensive, etc.) which influences its

choice of strategy. Most bots are highly modular, allocating different tasks like mining

minerals, base construction, or tactic decisions to various sub(modules) within the AI.

Figure 1.2 gives an overview of the modular architecture of some well known bots.

1.3 Current Research

As noted above, since StarCraft: Brood War has such a long history, it lends itself well

for research purposes. Much of this work is done in the field of either strategy prediction

or (counter-)strategy generation.

Weber et al. (2009)[12] have used data mined from replays to predict strategies and

develop an opponent model. Their results show that machine learning algorithms can

be used to successfully predict strategies with 69% precision 5 minutes into the game,
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growing to 86% at 10 minutes (using NNge, or non-nested generalized exemplars). Using

a rule set to classify tier 2 (or mid-game) strategies, they labelled their replay data based

on domain knowledge.

Another example of the use of replay data is the work by Dereszynski et al. (2011)[5]

who in contrast to Weber et al., did not rely on existing strategic concepts in their work

on learning probabilistic models of strategic behaviour. By encoding the game state in

a hidden Markov model crafted from replays, they were able to make accurate predic-

tions of the construction of units for the opponent minutes before they were actually

constructed. Using 5-fold cross-validation, a true positive prediction rate for a unit of

0.725 was attained, whilst the false positive rate could be kept at 0.272.

In a study by Hsieh et al. (2008)[10] done in the field of replay analysis, a case-based

reasoning approach was taken to predict build orders. By evaluating the game state with

6 features they were able to model a player’s behaviour, learning which states were often

visited by that player in response to a strategic situation. This resulted in a predictive

accuracy of 0.651, 0.634, and 0.728 for respectively Terran, Zerg, and Protoss, though

it should be noted that these results were obtained based on replays from only a single

player.

Bayesian networks have also shown promising results in being used to predict tactical

decisions in StarCraft. Jónsson (2012)[11] applied the data gathered by Weber et al.

(2009) to improve the accuracy of the prediction of build orders under uncertainty.

Results in increase of precision were obtained of up to 56% compared to the method

used by Weber et al. (2009).

Synnaeve & Bessiere have also made progress in the area of Bayesian networks

applied to build order prediction, and reactive build order construction. In one study

(2011)[16] they computed the distribution of build orders and applied a Bayesian network

to generate an estimate of a players build order based on the observed game state.

Prediction results were shown to be as high as 4 buildings ahead of a current game

state, dropping to 3 when a 0.3 random noise ratio was applied to simulate a competitive

setup. Another study (2011)[15] expanded on this by presenting a model to predict the

opening build order of a player, with results of between 63% and 68% recognition rate at

5 minutes into the game. Again, the dataset provided by Weber et al. (2009) was used to

provide the labels for each build order, and a large standard deviation was implemented

for rare observations to model uncertainty. In a third study (2012)[17], they used data

from map terrain analysis to predict where and how an attack by the opponent player

would occur, but results were not spectacular with 25% of the predictions of commencing

attacks being correct. Instead of mimicking uncertainty by introducing a random noise

component, Hostetler et al. (2012)[9] used only information gathered by scouting in their
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Bayesian model, but struggles with time-dependant factors like halts in unit production

or late-game switches of strategy.

Fjell & Møllersen (2012)[6] take a similar approach as Synnaeve & Bessiere did in

their opponent model, but do not rely on Bayesian networks. Viewing build orders as

the main component to strategy they computed a search tree which they then traverse

to find the best matching strategy. By analyzing game logs from replays, a build order

tree and its counter (the opponent’s build order path) were generated. This is done

by adding a new node, defined as a novel step in the build order, to the tree for every

observation not matching the current tree. By computing the performance of an observed

opponent’s build order to the ones available to follow, a counter strategy was selected. No

implementation was made for a live game AI, so results for counter strategy performance

were not available.

1.4 Research Question

Much of the current research relies on data mined from replays of human players, and

a large share of it is focussed solely on strategy recognition. Some methods generate

counter-strategies based on success rate, or prevalence. Others use domain specific

knowledge to link strategy to counter-strategy. However, since game AI’s are not limited

by physical disadvantages like human players are, they can opt to pursue strategies that

require a higher amount of micromanagement to be successful. In these cases, strategies

generated simply by looking at human-rate success levels may disregard a wide range of

strategies that would be successful were speed not an issue.

By modeling not simply the strategic path or build order of the opponent, but also

using data about army power, the selection of an optimal counter strategy may be

improved. To implement this we follow the general heuristic that a good strategy is

one that can be high on the offense when the opponent has low defenses, and must be

able to play defensively if the opponent is on the offense. Another upside to this is that

this information can be used to predict possible incoming units or signal an opportunity

of attack. The question this research thesis tries to answer is the following: does an

implementation of counter-strategy selection based on this heuristic outperform current

counter strategy selection methods, with the intention of integrating it into a StarCraft:

Brood War bot.
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Methodology

To be able to put this question to the test a StarCraft game AI was developed using

a JNI framework for the BroodWar API (BWAPI). This framework uses the BWAPI

shared memory bridge to improve communication between C++ and Java code and

allows for a multitude of original API functions to be called from Java. We opted to use

the JNIBWAPI framework because of a bigger familiarity with Java than with C++.

The JNIBWAPI has been used before by EISBot, another StarCraft: BroodWar game

AI in the care of Weber, Mawhorter, and Mateas, some of whose work (most notably

Weber’s[19]) is described in the above chapter. Using this bot, we can then build a

framework for strategy selection.

2.1 DasBot

The game AI we developed was dubbed DasBot and played as the Protoss race. As has

been shown in chapter 1 and as can be seen in figure 1.3, most bots perform in a highly

modular fashion (although it should be noted that there have been holistic attempts

at RTS game AI’s, though not in games as complex as StarCraft). This allows it to

break down the problem into separate sub problems and deal with them individually.

To achieve this, a number of managers were implemented, each handling a different

aspect of the game. The most important of these managers were the Build Manager,

the Macro Manager, the Micro Manager, the Scout Manager, and the Strategy Manager.

An overview of which can be seen in figure 2.1 below. I will go into short detail about

each of these managers and their function.

The Build Manager is responsible for the construction of buildings, units, and up-

grades. Each of which has a related Command type, respectively the Build Command,

7
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Figure 2.1: A modular overview of the managers in our bot. Solid arrows indicate
control, whereas dashed lines indicate data flow. Managers within a column also have

data flow connections though they are not shown here.

the Train Command, and the Upgrade Command. The manager keeps a separate queue

for each of these, and will check if any commands are queued up. If that is the case,

and if there are enough resources and/or available workers, it will give the order to

perform the action. In the case of a Build Command, a worker will be allocated to

start construction, and in the case of a Train or Upgrade Command, a building will be

selected from which the Command may be performed. Resources used for this action

will be made unavailable to other workers to avoid blocking construction in favour of less

resource-heavy Commands. This is done by a Build Contract, simply linking a worker

unit to a Build Command (which contains information about its location, etc.). These

Build Contracts can be broken in case of emergent affairs or unavailable building space,

and report back to the manager. Buildings have certain restrictions placed on them by

the game logic, based on which race is being played. Protoss, the race we were using

for our bot, has the restriction of only being allowed to build their buildings in a power

grid. There are three exceptions to this rule. The first two are the main building (which

may be placed anywhere on the map), and the Assimilator (which is used to harvest

Vespene gas) that can only be placed on top of a Vespene Geyser, a source for Vespene

gas. The third building is the one that provides the power grid for the other buildings

and is called the Pylon.

If a Pylon is destroyed it no longer provides the power grid necessary for the buildings

placed on that grid to work. To avoid cluttering we opted to construct our pylons in

a linear path, turning away only when a border of a base was reached. The resulting

power grid had some overlap, but this is generally regarded as a good way to construct

a base since the loss of a single Pylon powering a majority of important buildings can be

game-ending (or otherwise extremely detrimental to the player’s tech-advancement). A

more famous example of this is known as the Artosis Pylon, named after a professional
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StarCraft player who allowed this to happen in a tournament game. If a Pylon is present,

the manager will start searching for room to place the building. It will try to minimize

the distance between each building whilst still having enough room for worker units to

move around the base. If no room can be found, a Pylon will be added to the build

queue to keep up production. If a command has been added to the build queue that

requires additional requirements, then these are added as well. For instance, if a unit is

added to the queue that requires a Stargate to be built first, and we detect that there

is currently no Stargate completed, being built, or present in the build queue, then we

recursively work out all the needed requirements and add them. The same holds for any

possible upgrades, or resource producing structures.

Commands contain information about a number of aspects important to the Build

Manager, most importantly the unit type of the building or unit to be constructed,

the supply count at which it should be constructed (also see table 1.1), the priority of

the Command (a Command with a higher priority will be constructed before another

command of the same supply count with a lower priority), the time it takes to complete

the Command, and its preferred location on the map (if any). All managers may submit

Commands to the queues of the Build Manager, but the Macro Manager and Strategy

Manager use it most often.

The Macro Manager is involved in large scale resource management and unit move-

ment. It keeps track of the resource income and dispense, moving worker units to harvest

minerals or Vespene gas depending on what is required. It also builds expansions (main

buildings which are constructed at other base locations) when resources are low in the

current base. Note that when an expansion has been specified in a build order, the

Macro Manager will not perform this task. Resource income rates are determined by

the build queue and the expected build times of the Commands. Since we know the

harvesting rate per frame and the number of workers, we can make a good estimate on

when the current build order requires available resources. Obviously harvesting is not

stopped when there is no immediate need for resources, and we keep producing worker

units wherever possible, until we reach a cap. This cap is determined by the optimal

number of worker units for each base. Since each resource patch can only be used by

a single worker at a time, saturating a patch with more than three worker units can

be shown to have no increase in mining rate. Mining Vespene gas is done only when

necessary, because of the value of a large mineral income in the early game.

Beside base management, the Macro Manager also performs large scale army move-

ments. In practice this means obtaining an enemy base location from the information

gained by the Scout Manager and ordering the army to attack this location if the army

size is large enough. Armies will be called back to defend a base if an approach by the
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opponent is detected. There is as of yet no Manager to make decisions on which armies

should be used for what purpose. One could argue that it is not necessary to retreat the

entire army for a small threat, though this is currently the resulting behaviour of our

bot. Decisions on the strategic gain of a position on the map have been considered for

this project but were not implemented. A precursor to that can be seen in the heat map

(not yet employed in strategic decisions but mainly used for visualization purposes),

which shows a grid of the game map, warming up to any enemy detection which decays

over time. This data could be used to predict incoming attacks or important strategic

positions and bottlenecks. For instance, deductions could be made about the income

rate of a specific piece of land versus the cost of defending it against attackers.

The counterpart to the Macro Manager is the Micro Manager. This module focuses

on the small scale unit actions in contrary to the broader overview of the Macro Manager.

Micro management involves a number of aspects about individual unit movement such

as ordering a unit to attack another unit, ordering a unit to retreat, and giving orders

about where the unit should position itself. Micro management is usually contained

to battle situations, but can also apply to situations that do not directly involve units

fighting. For example, when units move across the map it is important not to drift too

far apart from each other. If they do, individual units could be easily ambushed without

sufficient backup. On the other hand, when units clutter too much and stand too close

to one another, opponent area-of-effect damage (such as the Siege Tank unit, which fires

a single shell that deals damage in a radius around the targeted unit) grows in efficiency.

Our implementation of micro management is handled by potential fields. Potential

fields have been used in many other bots, game AI’s outside of StarCraft, and motion

planning in general. It provides a grid on which to map attractive and repulsive positions,

often gradually fading out to zero. We split up the way we deal with potential fields in

a number of layers.

The top level layer is used to indicate the difference between walkable and non-

walkable areas on the map, and named the Global Field. This is done by using data

gathered from the Terrain Analyzer tool that is incorporated in the BWAPI. That pro-

cess results in a global map that is utilized by the other two layers. Non-walkable areas

receive a major decrease in value and are generally not considered to be desirable posi-

tions for units to be at. An exception is made for units with the ability to fly or hover

across non-walkable terrain. These units favour non-walkable terrain since it allows

them to escape from enemy units if those units are unable to pass through non-walkable

terrain.

The next level of potential fields is dubbed the Squad Field, which is an implementa-

tion of potential fields for every squad. To understand this better we must first explain
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Figure 2.2: Stylized breakdown of squad and army system. Units of the same type
get grouped into a squad. Here represented is a squad of 3 zealots, and two squads of
two dragoons each. The squads of dragoons are at a distance larger than the threshold

value and are not added to a single squad.

the way our army system is set up. Groups of units are put in separate squads based on

their unit type. These squads can then be made part of an army, which is the highest

level of abstraction for unit groups. If a unit belonging to a certain squad distances

itself from the squad so that the distance of the unit to the centre of the squad is greater

than a threshold value, it will be removed from that squad and form its own squad (or

is added to a squad that is nearer to it). Units can only be part of a single squad. The

threshold to enter a squad is lower than the threshold to break out of a squad, making

units have to snap out of the squad and giving some flexibility to squad movement. This

also prevents units from being removed and added to different squads every time they

have to spread out a little, or in combat situations. Below is a figure to better specify

this difference.

Each squad has its own potential field: the Squad Field. This potential field provides

the main incentive for units within a squad to start attacking the enemy. Because we

know that every unit in a squad has the same statistics (i.e. attack range, attack speed,

etc.), it is logical to have a single potential field per squad. The Squad Field will pick

up enemy units within sight range and favour positions close to the enemy units to get

them into attack range. There is also a slight decrease in value around our own units

to prevent units from bundling up too much and become vulnerable to area-of-effect

damage.

The third and final level is named the Personal Field and is an implementation of

a potential field on a unit level. At the bottom level, the values from the Global Field

and the Squad Field are integrated and mapped to a smaller field around the individual

unit. When the unit cannot attack, because its cooldown (period of time a unit must

after it has just attacked, to attack again) is still active, the values of the Personal Field

are inverted. This makes a unit that cannot attack want to move towards the boundary

at which it cannot be attacked. We do not invert the values associated with keeping a

distance from other friendly units, since we want to maintain a healthy distance between
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the three different potential field implementations. The
Global Field is the top layer and represents the difference between walkable and non-
walkable tiles, shown here in green and black respectively. The Squad Field shows a
group of Dragoons attacking some Drones, wanting to move in attack range (green),
and getting repelled a bit by eachother (red area). The bottom image shows a set of
Personal Fields, two of which have been reversed as a consequence of the unit having

their cooldown activated

all units and the danger of area-of-effect damage could still be present. In the figure

below is a breakdown of how the three different potential fields work together to produce

combat behaviour.

Once a unit is in range it will favour the target that is most valuable. This involves

making a trade-off between the damage output of the target, its health (and possibly

armour/shield), and its game value. Obviously it is essential to take out high damage

dealing enemies, but it could be more important to destroy units with special abilities

before they can cast them. Another factor that is taking into account when selecting a

target to attack is how many other allied units are currently attacking that target. If

multiple possible targets are in range of your group of units, the better strategy is to

simultaneously target a single unit, hoping to destroy it quickly before moving on to

another victim, instead of each attacking a different target (which could result in the

enemy units each surviving with low health). We also make certain not to chase enemy

units if we assess that they can always outrun us. For example, a ranged unit could in

theory always outrun a melee unit. It makes sense to attack the ranged unit if it is in

melee attack range, but if we have no way of catching up to it a better option would be

to retreat.

The Scout Manager is used to discover the game map and scout out information on

enemy base locations and upgrades. Its main purpose is to gain intelligence that can

be used by the other managers. This is done by sending out either the Observer unit,

or the Probe unit. Obervers are a Protoss type of unit created specifically for scouting
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purposes. They are invisible in absence of detector units, can fly, and are reasonably

quick to move around. They do come at some cost however, which is why Probe units

(standard Protoss worker unit) are preferred. These are among the lowest costing units

in the game and can be produced from the start of the game. The manager will send

out an Observer unit if they are present in our army. If not it will resort to Probes. The

designated scout will then traverse known base locations, looking for an enemy base. If

a base is found, it will report back to the Scout Manager and store information on the

location of that base. To prevent the opponent from easily destroying our scout we then

move around in their base in a circular pattern. This also ensures we gain knowledge

on a large area of the opponent’s base, though more optimal scouting patterns can be

implemented (for example taking advantage of potential fields). No advanced mechanic

is currently implemented to decide when to send out scouting units. Instead we opted

to set a timed interval at which the command to start scouting should be sent. In

the future we expect to add a time-label to the scout command, originating from the

Strategy Manager. Another option would be to directly extract scouting knowledge and

base our scouting timings on when information with the highest value is obtained.

Strategic decision making is done in the Strategy Manager. The Strategy Manager

will create a starting build order consisting of a set of Build Commands, which have been

discussed in a previous section. The Build Commands contain information about the

timing at which units need to be built or trained, and are added to the build queue. The

Strategy Manager will keep assessing the current game state to make sure the current

build order is followed. After surviving an enemy attack, it will rebuild any destroyed

structures contained in the build order. The way that build orders are generated is part

of a bigger segment of this thesis project, which I will expand on here.

2.2 Strategy Tree

The core of this thesis revolves around creating a model for the strategies in the game,

recognizing what strategy an opponent is pursuing, and choosing a counter strategy.

To achieve this, we gathered a large dataset of game replays. Replays offer a range of

information about the match in basic actions. This allows the game to reconstruct a

match for viewing or analysis purposes. StarCraft has made the recording of replays

available to all players, so it is a much used tool among players to exchange information

on build orders or other tactical information. Strategy is paramount in an RTS game, so

it is obvious that replays from professional players are highly sought after. It is also the

reason that there are a great number of them freely available on the web.[13] The reason

that we opt for non-labelled replays, i.e. where the chosen strategy has already been
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Figure 2.4: A subsection of a Strategy Tree model. Nodes with a likelihood to occur
of less than 0.5% are omitted for legibility purposes. In the root node, the Nexus can
be seen, which is the main building of the Protoss race. Gateway and Forge are the

two nodes branching out from the root

observed by another party and labelled as such, is that we want to be able to automate

this process. Because of this, when we obtain new replays with unique strategies that

haven’t been encountered before, we can still use them in the model.

It should be noted that this method has also been used by Fjell & Møllersen (2012)[6],

as described in section 1.3. Their method serves as a principle basis for our work.

However, whereas they were focussed more on the recognition of build orders, we focus

more on generating a counter strategy (though recognition is a small part). Fjell &

Møllersen generate counter-strategies by traversing through their opponent model tree

and selecting a path based on the likelihood of the nodes (keeping in mind to favour

paths that are in line with their current build order). This means that they simply

pick the strategy used most often against the one observed. They also have no live

implementation of this method.

The replays are parsed using the bwrepanalysis tool. This is a module from the

BWAPI that can analyse a replay and output data on the game events in a replay

(including order and location data). From these results we generate a Strategy Tree.

The Strategy Tree is a tree on which nodes represent a distinct choice in build order. This

could be the construction of a Forge (a Protoss building that unlocks the construction

of static defences), or the researching of an upgrade. The race’s main building will

be represented as the root node, since this is the building every player starts off with

and it is always present when the game begins. From there on out it branches into

the different decisions in build order a player has made. Each path in the tree then

represents a strategy for that race, and the entire tree is a model for all the strategies

observed in the replays. To visualize this, we’ve included a subsection of this Strategy

Tree in figure 2.4. The entire resulting Strategy Tree can be found in the appendix.

For every replay we parsed using the bwrepanalysis tool, we store basic information

on the player names and id’s, the winning player, and offensive and defensive power for

both players. We then feed the replay into our tree generating module, which gathers
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Figure 2.5: Building the Strategy Tree. A build order gathered from the parsed
replay is added to the existing tree by traversing its nodes until no existing path can be
found. The existing branch is then continued until the entire build order is represented

in the Strategy Tree.

data on the build orders from both players. It will traverse through the existing tree,

starting at the root node, and go down a path if the actions of the build order from

the replay match the ones found in the tree. If it cannot find an existing path, it will

create a new branch. The likelihood of a specific branch is also updated. This value

represents the average ratio of a node being visited compared to its siblings. This is also

made apparent in our visualization by thickening the edges between two nodes based on

the child’s likelihood. In figure 2.4, one can observe that the build order Nexus, Forge,

Nexus, Gateway (the branch on the right, which is a common strategy called a Fast

Expand strategy) is a much more likely build order than Nexus ,Forge, Gateway. A

small summary of this process is shown in figure 2.5.

In theory, the Strategy Tree could grow infinitely large. However, since we generate

the tree based on replays this is not the case. All paths in the tree represent a build

order executed in a live match, or a subset of one such replay. There are a number of

game decisions we did not include in the tree as nodes, which under the summary given

above should have been. The three buildings we do not include in the tree are the Pylon,

the Assimilator, and the Photon Cannon. The reason for each of these omissions we will

shortly describe.

The Pylon is the unit the Protoss race uses to raise its supply and to create a grid

on which to construct more buildings. The construction of this unit says little about

the strategy of an opponent, especially in the mid to late stages of the game, and is

therefore disregarded.
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The Assimilator is also disregarded, though it can be an indicator of early advanced

research. We only include it in the tree until the 10.000th frame has passed. After that

the occurrence of an Assimilator in the build order cannot said to be a good indication

of a change in strategy.

The last omission is the Photon Cannon. This unit is rarely built as part of a

strategy. Static defence is required when an opponent is attacking your position, often

built to prevent the opponent from damaging your current build order. It also obstructs

your strategy by taking up resources and delaying your intended build order.

On top of that, we do not include occurrences of the same node type after they are

already present 4 times in the tree. This is because in the later stages of the game, the

mechanics in which the Protoss race can construct its buildings allow them to create a

great number of buildings in rapid succession. This is often the case with Gateways, a

source of cheap ground units. The difference in strategy between a player that has built

4 Gateways and a player that has built 6 or 8 is not very big. One probably has more

resources than the other, but this difference can usually also be observed by looking at

earlier variations in their build orders (e.g. one has built an early Nexus while the other

has opted to spend more resources on upgrades).

The final element of the Strategy Tree is the set of values for the offensive and

defensive power stored in a node. These values represent the ability of the strategy to

combat its opponent, either by striking at them or by defending from an attack. The

following set of variables is taken into account when computing these values.

Offensive power is dependent on the combined raw attack power of the units present,

the number of attack upgrades researched, and the number of unit-producing structures.

Defensive power is dependent on the combined raw armour power of the units

present, the number of defence upgrades researched, the number of static defences, and

the number of worker units (as an indication of resource income).

2.3 Strategy Recognition

Once the Strategy Tree has been generated, it can be serialized and used by the bot in the

Strategy Manager. Whenever the Scout Manager gains new information on the status

of the opponent, the Strategy Tree is used to make an assessment on what strategy the

opponent is pursuing. A list of currently observed opponent units and upgrades is fed

into the Strategy Tree model, and returned is a set of paths that contain the observed

build order. For example, when we observe Nexus, Gateway, a list of paths containing
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this subset is returned. From that list we select the smallest option, meaning that a path

of lesser length still containing the observed subset is preferred over options of bigger

length. An observation can match two separately returned paths at the same time. This

is the case when we observe Nexus, Gateway, Forge and both Nexus, Forge, Gateway as

well as Nexus, Gateway, Forge are returned. However, it is not relevant which one we

pick, since both paths represent the same game state. When a fourth node is added to

the observation, we query the model again, and a new assessment is made.

In a fully observable world, this method perfectly follows the opponent’s strategy

through the tree. However, in a live game this depends a great deal on the intelligence

gathered by scouting. If the scouting is done only partly, or if key indicators of a certain

build order are missed, then the strategy followed by the opponent will not be accurately

assessed. After the initial assessment we can make an assumption on the most likely

future strategy by following the path with the highest likelihood from the node we have

assessed the opponent to be in. Although this may not be the most optimal method,

it is similar to how a human player reasons about the opponent’s strategy. Taking into

account all the known information the player will make a guess as to which strategy

his opponent is following, but if he does not know of the existence of key indicators, a

human player will also err.

2.4 Strategy Generation

Now that the bot has made an assessment of what strategy is applied by its opponent,

it needs to generate a build order to counter that strategy. To do this, we apply the

heuristic described in section 1.4 to our model: a good strategy is one that can be high

on the offense when the opponent has low defenses, and must be able to play defensively

if the opponent is on the offense. Since we stored information on the offensive and

defensive power in every node of our model, we can search our tree for the counter

strategy that best matches our heuristic. The question we want to put to the test is if a

bot using this model is better than the ones currently in use. However, success rate in a

live game depends greatly on other factors like unit control and tactical positioning. It is

therefore very hard to gauge whether this implementation is a good method to produce

counterstrategies, based on the outcome of a match played with our bot.

After contemplating on what values for the weights to use for the computation, we

chose to create a neural network to train them, and get an indication of how successful

this implementation is. We want to be able to assess how well the outcome of the

calculation predicts a winning strategy. In other words, is the heuristic indeed a good

indication of a good counter strategy? The network uses a subset of the original database
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as training set, as described in section 2.5. A visualization of the network can be seen

in figure 2.7. For each replay (and by extension strategy), the offensive and defensive

power are stored in the same way as they were stored in the nodes (see section 2.2) at

80% of the game time. This is done by disregarding every action after 80% of the total

amount of iterations is completed. Together with these values we store the id of the

winning player and the number of iterations to indicate the game length. The network

is then trained on the value of the winning player with a supervised learning paradigm

using the Encog framework, and tested with 5-fold cross validation. Encog is an open

source neural network and machine learning framework that is also available for Java. It

has been in active development since 2008 and is being developed by Heaton Research.

This allows us to set up the neural network and train it in the same environment as the

bot and strategy model. The network consists of 15 input neurons (7 features for each

player, and the total iteration count), 2 hidden neurons, two output neurons, and two

bias neurons. The bias neurons are set to random values in the range of [0.3, 0.7] The

seven features we used are listed below.

1. Raw attack power, calculated by summing the attack value of every trained unit.

2. Raw defence power, calculated by summing the armour and health of every trained

unit.

3. Number of attack upgrades, calculated by summing the Air and Ground attack

upgrades that have been researched.

4. Number of defence upgrades, calculated by summing the Air and Ground defence

upgrades that have been researched, including the Shields upgrade.

5. Number of unit producing structures, calculated by summing the number of build-

ings with the ability to train units that have been constructed, with the exception

of the Nexus.

6. Number of static defence, calculated by summing the number of Photon Cannons

and Shield Batteries that have been constructed.

7. Number of worker units, calculated by summing the number of Probes that are

trained.

If the network can accurately predict the winner of a match based on the calculations

at this iteration, we assume it is a good heuristic for our Strategy Manager to use in the

generation of counter strategies. The results from this testing can be found in the next

chapter.
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Figure 2.6: Visualization of the neural network used to train the weights for the
algorithm.

2.5 Dataset

For the creation of the Strategy Tree, we used a set of 24552 Protoss versus Protoss

(or PvP) replays gathered from the website http://bwreplays.com, which was reduced

to a number of 24485 (99.727% of the original dataset) after pruning some faulty or

otherwise unusable replays. To enable us to model the various strategies (or build

orders) that exist in the game, we opted to look at PvP matchups only. The reason for

this is twofold. Firstly, our bot was created to play the Protoss race. Hence we needed

to consider replays including Protoss players. Secondly, with choosing the option to

consider mirror-matchups only, we gain the advantage of being able to reuse the same

Strategy Tree. This means we do not have to create a separate Strategy Tree for the

opponent race. It is expected that results from this project can be applied to different

races as well; taken into account that separate Strategy Trees are produced from those

replays.

The dataset contains replays by 11984 unique players, both from individual games

and tournament settings. Spanning from 1999 to 2013, and versions 1.08 to 1.16.1

(current) of the game, it covers the game’s entire lifetime. This enables us to model

older, though maybe not used as often, strategies as well. An excerpt of the dataset can

be seen in the appendix.

Together with the creation of the Strategy Tree, a database was created to log all the

data regarding offensive and defensive power for each player and the id of the winning

player, per replay. These values were also stored in the Strategy Tree, but we store

them in a separate database because they are used separately in training the neural

network. Since we only want to use the offensive and defensive values for the current

meta-game (they may have been altered in patching throughout the years) to determine
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a counter-strategy, we only use replays from the current patch (1.16.1). This means that

our database contains a total of 10889 entries (44.472% of the original pruned dataset).

An excerpt of this database can also be found in the appendix.
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Results

The results of the 5-fold cross validation testing are shown in figure 3.1 below. Results

for the computed weights can be found in appendix A.

The validation error stabilised at a mean of 0.2115 over the last 2000 iterations.

Cross-validation was applied to reduce the risk of overfitting on our dataset, and we

removed any extreme data (eg. the list of features [0,0,0,...], meaning it wasn’t parsed

correctly). Another precaution we took was to randomize the order of the dataset. While

the results are not optimal, we believe they are good enough to warrant a test in the

implemented bot. Therefore we did a second test to see how well the heuristic held up

in a live setting.

To test how well the bot performed using our heuristic we could not simply let it

play against existing bots, as explained in the previous chapter. We opted in stead to

rate its performance on a baseline of randomly selecting a new node from the children of

Figure 3.1: Error plotted against the number of epochs of the 5-fold cross-validation
testing, stabilising at a mean of 0.2115 over the last 2000 epochs. The light blue plot
is the original plot per epoch; The dark blue plot is a plot averaging every 10 epochs;

The red plot is a plot averaging every 100 epochs.
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Win Loss

Random node selection 10 30
Node selection using heuristic 19 21

Table 3.1: Results of matching each implementation of counter-strategy selection
against the built-in AI of StarCraft:Brood War.

the current node. This means the bot will select a random build order and disregard all

info gathered by scouting. Each method of counter-strategy picking was implemented

and run 40 times against the built-in AI of StarCraft: Brood War on the same map

(Astral Balance). Results of this test are shown in figure 3.1 below.

Using a two-tailed Fischer’s test to calculate the significance value from this contin-

gency table, we gained a p value of 0.0619. This means that our result is not significant.

Since all our frequencies lay above 5, a chi tested was also done. The two-tailed chi test

resulted in a p value of 0.0628 (chi squared = 3.462 with 1 degree of freedom). The p

value from these tests is used to indicate the chance of a random sampling resulting in

an association between the two variables (random node selection/node selection using

heuristic and win/loss) that is at least as strong as the observed values.
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Discussion

In this chapter we will evaluate the results in the previous chapter. First we will look at

the results obtained from training our network, and secondly we will discuss the results

from the bot testing.

The validation error stabilised at a mean of 0.2115, meaning that we were able to

classify about 78% of the replays to their correct output (win or loss condition). Though

this is not an optimal result, we believe it is a result that validates our choice to perform

the second test to see how the heuristic holds up in a live setting. Precautions were

taken to prevent overfitting (by data pruning and cross-validation), and we tried various

numbers of hidden nodes to increase our accuracy (though 2 hidden nodes resulted in

the best accuracy in the lowest period of time). We believe the reason for our sub-

optimal result is that there is still much noise in the dataset, and perhaps we missed

some features that should have been included. More testing is needed to assert which

features that would be, and this is not in the scope of this thesis project. We can

predict within reasonable accuracy whether our current build order (or one stored in the

model) will win against another build order. There are however a number of remarks

that should be added to these results. Firstly, the neural network was trained on data

at an 80% iteration timing, meaning that we only look at the moment at 80% of the

total played replay time. This has some consequences. Though we believe these results

may be generalized to a bigger timeframe, it may very well be that performance drops

dramatically for an earlier setting. We did not account for that in our current model.

Secondly, the output of the neural network gives an indication of what node to pick

next, but does not take into account other factors that come into play when changing a

strategy. It can be very cost-inefficient to suddenly swap strategies. For instance, when

an upcoming attack is scouted that can be defended by the units already present or

could be defended in a better way by a switch in strategy, the current model will always

23
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opt to swap strategies. It has no notion to look ahead further than the current node (or

behind) in the build order that we have already followed. Furthermore, instead of only

looking at the current state of the game, it would be useful to train the neural network

on entire build orders. This way a bot would be able to look ahead and select a node to

work towards (possibly only changing build orders on the way if it is of great benefit),

in stead of looking at a single game state. This approach is difficult however, since most

early build orders do not appear in replays. For instance, most games will last longer

than 5 minutes, meaning the nodes near the root of the tree can not be trained as well as

the nodes that are more distant from the tree. It also means that unusual build orders

will be trained less well.

The results from the in-game bot testing are not significant. This means that we

cannot say with certainty that the association between the variables is not a result of

chance. Even though the results from our validation test proved promising, we can not

conclude that it resulted in a significantly better performing bot. It could be that even

though the selected node fits the heuristic best, it is still not a good enough match.

We noticed that a large number of games end in a short amount of iterations. We

get overwhelmed by an opponent that attacks very early in the game. At this point

no scouting has been done so we cannot indicate what the opponent’s build order is

going to be. A bot that uses a method that randomly selects a node will not have any

problems with this. It could just as easily be overwhelmed, but in some cases it would

have built/trained adequate defences. However for the games that we do win, it could

be that when we are allowed to scout, we make a better choice of build order that the

random method. Another point of note is that the results for the bot itself are also

quite low, only winning 25% and 47.5% of its games respectively for each method. This

could be attributed to a number of reasons. First and foremost, the bot lacks depth in

its intelligence modules. The bot was created in a short time span and there was a lot

of focus on building it from the ground up. This meant that, relatively speaking, a lot

of emphasis was put on the Build Manager and Micro Manager, rather than the Scout

Manager or the Strategy Manager. The Scout Manager and Strategy Manager do not

yet communicate as well as we should like. A useful addition would be the creation of a

larger opponent model. In stead of only modelling the opponent’s current build order,

we could model what build order it will take in the future, possibly what build order

it would take factoring in our own decisions. Another addition with great merit is to

incorporate the map dominance of a certain build order. We have already implemented

a basic feature for map dominance in our bot, but this does not extend to build orders.

As we noted in chapter 2, the heat map displays areas with enemy presence. If we can

incorporate this into our Strategy Tree model, then this could also be used as an input
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for the neural network. It is clear that map presence plays a big role in the effectiveness

of a build order.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we will make some concluding remarks on this thesis project. In the next

section an evaluation is done of the goals of this project and their completion, as well

as the insights gained from working on this thesis. In the final section we will discuss

some avenues for future research.

We intended to implement a model for counter-strategy generation using data-

mining with the heuristic described in chapter 2, and verify if such a model would

be helpful in a StarCraft: Brood War bot. We initially chose this approach because it

would require very little human knowledge. This way, more replays could be fed into the

system to let it adapt to the current meta-game. Another reason we chose this method

is because there was very little research done on counter-strategy generation in this field.

The work done by Fjell & Møllersen[6] served as a guideline for this thesis (though their

focus was more on strategy recognition), and our goal was to verify if our heuristic could

improve on their work. While we succeeded in creating the model, incorporating it into

a bot, and testing its usefulness in a live setting, it is unfortunately not yet at the level

to compete with state-of-the-art bots.

Further research in this area could be manifold. Firstly and in our opinion most

importantly, the creation of a bot for StarCraft: Brood War should and could be done

in an open source setting. As it stands now, the creation of a bot takes up a lot of the

time that can be used for research. Building bases and micro management, while very

important for a bot, are of little importance in the area of strategic decision making or

opponent modelling. By creating an open source bot that can be used by research teams

across the globe, standardised tests could be developed to assess a certain function of

the bot (be it strategy selection or micro management). In-game results would no longer

depend on the implementation of one’s bot, but only on the module that needs to be

tested. A modular approach, much like many of the bots already in use, should be taken

26
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to ensure maximum testing flexibility. Our current bot requires much work to adapt

it to an open source setting, but several research teams have already made progress to

achieve this goal. A catalyst in this is the demand of many bot tournaments to upload

the source code, which greatly benefits the expansion of this field of research. Secondly,

the manner in which counter-strategies are generated using our model could be improved

upon. It would be interesting to see if a solution can be found to successfully train a

neural network with entire build orders, in stead of just a single game state. This would

allow the model to be able to be more adaptive in reacting to the opponent’s build

order. An area of research that we haven’t discussed yet is adaptive AI. In short this

means that the AI will adapt to the opponent, trying to give him a challenge rather

than outright trying to beat him. This could yield some interesting problems. Finally,

ways to adapt strategy recognition and counter-strategy generation in StarCraft: Brood

War to other games could be found. The game Wargus is also being applied to this kind

of research, but outside StarCraft 2 (Brood War’s successor) and Age of Empires also

come to mind. This again adds to the idea of designing a modular AI bot that could be

used for a range of RTS games.
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Data & Results

Figure A.1: Error plotted against the number of epochs of the 5-fold cross-validation
testing, stabilising at a mean of 0.2115 over the last 2000 epochs. The light blue plot
is the original plot per epoch; The dark blue plot is a plot averaging every 10 epochs;

The red plot is a plot averaging every 100 epochs.
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0 15565 3333 8430 1 0 4 4 17 -1271 4969 0 0 4 2 32
0 27095 4223 13806 0 0 8 12 21 -522 12189 1 0 6 7 29
0 16340 3428 8833 0 0 5 2 8 -1242 7235 0 0 8 6 53
0 14300 3220 6620 1 0 2 0 15 -1835 1446 1 0 5 1 29
0 24235 3878 10487 1 0 3 9 23 309 20882 0 0 9 1 86
0 33985 3948 14882 1 0 4 8 11 469 28411 12 10 12 23 106
0 31764 5252 28220 4 0 12 9 76 448 23643 4 0 7 3 127
0 18182 5065 21084 2 0 8 0 72 2753 35487 0 0 10 0 73
1 36154 3233 27330 6 8 44 79 103 4854 43124 0 2 27 45 82
0 7076 2957 6670 0 0 2 0 24 -2033 5102 0 0 2 0 81
0 79398 10127 64808 6 8 23 67 204 2654 44638 3 6 16 24 102
0 16618 5198 26846 0 0 7 0 152 -544 15059 0 0 7 0 89
0 11242 3595 11897 0 0 5 0 99 -748 14704 0 0 4 0 84
1 27880 7000 67888 0 0 7 1 76 2569 23306 2 2 8 7 115
1 27208 4706 42424 6 0 10 7 170 2934 25182 3 2 12 5 104
1 19714 2548 14506 0 0 10 0 66 3344 26364 0 1 10 7 136
0 21850 5273 19785 0 0 7 0 87 5991 26868 0 0 7 1 97
0 4730 3396 13662 0 0 3 0 125 -2617 -1405 0 0 2 0 22
0 21564 4605 26001 0 0 5 0 77 447 26606 1 0 7 4 189
0 4948 2655 4861 0 0 2 1 15 -2014 -1249 0 0 2 0 15
0 25672 5782 36832 2 1 15 5 199 778 23154 4 0 14 10 55
0 10110 4620 17131 0 0 4 0 183 -1828 1690 0 0 8 0 41
0 42626 7487 59881 6 9 24 19 144 3627 56426 6 7 17 8 78
1 16712 4452 40160 0 0 8 0 108 1142 9600 0 0 8 2 46
1 29034 1665 15326 2 1 8 9 35 2513 23326 0 0 10 1 83
0 10230 3090 7894 0 0 2 0 76 -1764 4194 0 0 3 0 61
0 18220 4086 19488 0 0 8 0 62 -473 17046 2 4 6 2 93
0 13570 2714 6420 0 0 2 6 34 -848 16098 0 0 3 3 61
0 9848 3158 10295 0 0 2 0 70 -1852 5099 0 0 11 0 78
1 74546 7073 71044 10 19 37 127 113 14547 107406 9 8 24 44 171

Table A.1: Excerpt of dataset. Variables are respectively: Winning player; Iterations;
Raw Attack Power P1, Raw Defence Power P1, Attack Upgrades P1, Defence Upgrades
P1, Unit Producing Structures P1, Static Defences P1, Worker Units P1; Raw Attack
Power P2, Raw Defence Power P2, Attack Upgrades P2, Defence Upgrades P2, Unit

Producing Structures P2, Static Defences P2, Worker Units P2;
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34.66679535355312
-137.0398721929725
30.442733887336082
-14.946172875276439
172.38044265528148
17.926196453872738
-14550.734593756186
838904.3830525776
62114.53853023387
33511.58002671841
36920.43132036764
49240.51299180523
27018.747847315517
-139028.81680600625
-967147.5415519545
76170.99914687638
-89551.6623414125
-18734.175618063782
-98796.08399956049
-30658.257014173523
-7554.207486268612
-107924.73937959035
30188.580403108772
757350.6531853809
87907.95937521121
67316.60411948919
46374.45546116071
76265.98552159868
30028.751744883615
-79062.52424655335
-838107.9814970597
74892.38569096076
-63669.07356827948
-9155.094599988408
-63076.80910837068
-20058.045632985344
101114.47125685892
-78801.17374935604

Table A.2: Weights of the 38 connections after training.

Win Loss

Random node selection 10 30
Node selection using heuristic 19 21

Table A.3: Results of matching each implementation of counter-strategy selection
against the built-in AI of StarCraft:Brood War (p = 0.0619)
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